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PERSPECTIVES
Oh

Where,
Hitters

Are
Where
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of
Yesteryear?

.400

Peter L. Bernstein
as the stock market
become more or less
efficientwith the passage of time? In his
recent and wonderful book Full
House: The Spreadof Excellence
from Plato to Darwin,' Stephen
Jay Gould speculated about a
curiousanomalyin baseballthat
may help us answer this question.
Gould reported two
remarkablefacts about batting
averages over time. On the one
hand, in the nearly 130 years of
data gatheringin baseball since
1870, the grand average of all
players'battingaverageshardly
varied from .260; the decadal
averagesrangefrom.245to .288.
On the otherhand, the standard
deviation around that stable
long-termmean has diminished
with the passage of time; it fell
from about .090 in the 1870s to
.070 in 1930 and has remained
roughly flat since then. The
spread between the leading hitter and the worst hitter narrowed from .170 in the 1870s to
.110 in the 1930s and has held
close to that figure ever since.
The most dramatic consequence of this process of narrowing dispersion around a
stable mean has been the disappearance of the .400 hitter. In 9
of the 30 yearsfrom1901to 1930,
at least one batterreached .400.
Ty Cobb and Rogers Hornsby
made it three times. Aside from
Bill Terry hitting .405 in 1933,
'
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the 1930swere a wasteland,but
in 1941 Ted Williams managed
to bat .406.2 In the 56 seasons
since then,not a single batterhas
breachedthe .400barrier!
Whathappened?Do batters
have less skill than they used to
have? Gould rejectsthat possibility as highly improbable,
especially in a society that cultivates talentwith as much zeal as
U.S. society does. For support,
he points to the way athletes
consistently break individual
recordsin nonteam sports, such
as track and swimming. If the
failureto average .400is not the
result of a loss of skill among
batters,then it must be the result
of improved skills in defense.
Such improvementwould have
to meanmorethanmerelybetter
pitchersor betterfirst basemen.
It would requirea fuller understanding on the part of all nine
playersout in the field of how to
defend against the superbatters. And, indeed, the decadal fielding average climbed
from .890in 1870to .970in 1920
and has been flat ever since.

Are the .400 Hitters in the
Stock Market Still There?
The analogy to the investment
world and the issue of equity
marketefficiencyis striking.The
performance data for equity
portfolio managers reveal patterns that are astonishinglysimilar to what has happened in
baseball. This article demonstratesthat potential .400hitters
in the stock market are falling
shortof theirgoal becausegrow-

ing numbersof today'sinvestors
are sufficiently educated,
sophisticated, and informed to
block their way, just as batters
capableof achievinga .400average have fallenshortof thatgoal
since the old days because
defending teams have developed sufficient skill to block
theirway. No successorto Peter
Lynch has appeared on the
scene,and even WarrenBuffett's
touch is not as magic as it used
to be. In short,the conclusionof
this articleis that the U.S. stock
markethas become increasingly
efficient with the passage of
time.
Few managers are any
longer even trying to hit .400.
Respect for the capabilities of
their competitorsin this market
has led many professional
investorsto place a higherpriority on the numerousapproaches
to risk managementthan on the
urgent search for maximum
return that .400 hitting
requires.3 Not all managers,
however. We shall see that the
priorityapplied to risk management varies with the nature of
the clientele from whom the
managersearn their livings.
There can be little doubt
that investment skills have
improved over the years, especially in the 25 years since the
1973-74 debacle led professional managersto acceptHarry
Markowitz's seminal 1952 discovery that "you have to think
about risk as well as return."
Overtime,managershave deepened their understanding not
only of risk management but
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also of investor motivations,
market behavior in varying scenarios, portfolio construction,
optimization, passive strategies,
diversification, the impact of
transaction costs, quantitative
asset allocation techniques, the
uses of equity research and valuation formulas, and investing
on the basis of anomalies such as
the size effect and low book-toprice ratios. Not one of these
innovations was even a topic of
conversation among practitioners prior to the 1970s. Nor was
the establishment of the CFA?
charter.
My anecdotal impression is
that nonprofessional investors
are also wiser than their counterparts of yesteryear. Much silliness remains in the financial
media, but now the media also
carry material that at least asks
the right questions and focuses
on such issues as diversification
and return-risk trade-offs. The
new profession of Certified
Financial Planner is providing
informed advice to growing
numbers
of individual
them to
investors-helping
understand
the inevitable
trade-offs between risk and
return, the distinction between
achievable goals and naive
hopes, and the critical role of
diversification. Perhaps more
important is that the flow-offunds data show a persistent
move on the part of households
to liquidate directly owned
stocks and accumulate mutual
funds. The result is a declining
share of the market that is managed by uninformed individuals for their own accounts.
Although what I have seen
has convinced me that the .400
hitters are having a harder time
beating the market than they
used to, I was surprised to discover that the stock of investors
whom John Maynard Keynes
characterized as "gulls amongst
the public to feed the maws of
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the professionals" seems to
replenishitself with remarkable
regularity regardless of how
many gulls drop out along the
way. Keynes also observed that
an additional supply of gulls
exists among the professional
management community itself.
Judging by the turnover in
mutual fund managersand the
flood of new funds thatcompensate for the continualdisappearance of unsuccessful funds, he
was right on that score.

The Facts
Tojudge whetherthe .400hitters
have disappeared, we need to
takea look at theiractualperformance.I have gatheredhistorical
data
performance-measurement
from five well-knownsourcesthe HulbertFinancialDigest (stock

marketletterswith model portfolios),TrustUniverseComparison Service (TUCS; 8,000
portfolios of 300 plan sponsors,
foundations,and endowments),
Pensions & Investments' Perfor-

mance Evaluation Report
(PIPER;broad cross-section of
professionally managed products), LipperAnalyticalServices
(mutual funds), and Morningstar,Inc. (mutualfunds).In each
case except Morningstar, I
presentthe top and bottom percentiles of performancein comparison with benchmark
performanceon an annualbasis.
Morningstarhas provided the
standard deviations of annual
returnswithin theirmutualfund
universe.

The coverage of these databases varies, and unfortunately,
so does the time period they
cover. Moreover,they all suffer
from survivorshipbias. Nevertheless,they offera richopportunity to analyze the performance
of those on the top and on the
bottomof the heap.
We shall first judge
whether .400hittersstill exist by
noting the spread between the

top performersand theirbenchmarks-the S&P500Indexin all
cases but Hulbert,for which the
Wilshire 5000 Index is the
appropriatebenchmark.(I will
address the sad tale of the bottom groups' performancelater
on.)
The performance of the
newsletter writers covered in
the carefully crafted Hulbert
service, shown in Figure 1, is
erraticbut offers some support
for the dying out of the .400hitters.Themanagersof these "virtual" portfolios are wild in
comparison with the relatively
stodgy performances we shall
see in the real-time world of
institutionalinvestors(compare
the scale on the vertical axis of
Figure 1 with the scale in the
other relevantfigures).Figure 1
does suggest that the top performers have been losing their
grip since about 1992. but the

data begin only in 1980and five
yearsof moremodest outperformance are insufficientfor a firm
conclusion.
The time span for the TUCS
data, covering performance of
institutional portfolios (rather
than separate managers), is
even shorter than for the Hulbert data, but as Figure 2
reveals, the data show the same
tendency toward a narrowing
spread between top performers
and the benchmarkin the most
recent period. I would call this
evidence a toss-up as to whether
.400 hitters are disappearing,
but the evidence is ambiguous
in any case because of both the
shorttime period and the nature
of the universe.
The PIPER data provide
more telling evidence about the
waning of the .400-hitter era
because the data start back in
1970and representour constituency fairly.Figure 3 shows that,
with the exception of 1991,
which is an anomaly in other
cases as well, the excess return
7
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Figure 1. Hulbert: First and Fifth Quintiles versus the Wilshire 5000, 1980-97
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Note: Five best to worstfor the 1980-84 period.

Figure 2. TUCS: 25th and 75th Percentiles versus the S&P 500, 1983-97
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of the top percentiles over the
S&P 500 has clearly narrowed in
the past 15 years. This picture
lends strong support to the relevance to the institutional investment environment of Gould's
notions about the disappearing
.400 hitters in baseball.
The Lipper data, which
cover the story since 1960, con-
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firm the PIPER reading. Figure
4 shows a distinct narrowing of
the spread between the top performers and the S&P 500 since
the early 1980s, again with the
exception of 1991. Gould's baseball hypothesis is alive and well
in the Lipper picture.
The Morningstar results
further substantiate this conclu-
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sion. The data for Morningstar
in Figure 5 are the standard
deviations of Morningstar fund
returns around the average
fund return for each year. The
data series begins in 1960 and,
once again, shows the 1991
anomaly. The downtrend in the
standard deviation is readily
apparent-just as it was in base-
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Figure 3. PIPER: 25th and 75th Percentiles versus the S&P 500,1970-97
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Figure 4. Lipper: First and Fifth Quintiles versus the S&P 500, 1960-97
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ball from 1870 to 1930.
The PIPER and Lipper data
are the most long term of the
various series and provide the
most support for the thesis that
market efficiency is increasing.
Table 1 provides some hard
numbers to illuminate
the
PIPER and Lipper graphs. The
surge during the 1960s in the
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top-quartile performance in the
Lipper data, confirmed by the
jumps in standard deviation in
the Morningstar data-,probably
reflects the heyday of the go-go
performance game and the likes
of Gerry Tsai and Fred Alger,
who were hitting .600 or better
during their ephemeral but
exciting careers. The pre-1972
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results should be analyzed with
caution, however, because the
universes covered by these services back then were so much
smaller than they have been in
the past 15 years or so.

What Is Going On?
Is it market efficiency we see-or
something more subtle? The Lip-
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Figure 5. Morningstar: Standard Deviation of Fund Average Annual Returns
and Trendline, 1969-97
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Table1. Spreads betweenTop Groupsand the S&P500 plus Spreads
between Top and BottomGroups:Lipperand PIPER
Database/TimePeriod

Top Groupversus
S&P500

Top Groupversus
BottomGroup

Lipper
1960-81

17.5%

1982-97

8.5

22.2

29.0%

9.5
5.9

12.3
10.0

PIPER
1970-81
1982-97

per, PIPER, and Morningstar
data-showing a shrinking dispersion of returns as well as a
narrowing margin by which the
returns earned by the top performers exceed the returns on the
impressive
S&P 500-provide
support to the notion that the
market is becoming increasingly
efficient over time. As in baseball, the best hitters in money
management can no longer bat
.400. It is tough to outsmart a
market in which so many people
have become just as smart as you
are.
But wait! I was about to
wrap up this essay with a few
additional words of wisdom
based on this conclusion, when
another thought occurred.
Could the meaning of the shrinking margin have nothing to do
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with a declining return to skill?
Another hypothesis would fit
these facts equally well.
With the growing popularity of indexing and the growing
use of benchmarks by clients in
the past 15 years, active managers have become increasingly
sensitive to tracking-error risk.
Failing unconventionally was
never a happy event in this business, but clients' love affair with
benchmarks has made large
tracking errors extremely perilous for managers. As Mark
Kritzman recently pointed out,
active managers are reluctant to
form portfolios on the basis of
unconstrained optimization of
risk and return because the recommended allocations typically
deviate too far from the alloca-

tions in the benchmark.4 The
result is the universal use of constraints to hold the optimizer in
check.
Kritzman argues that tracking error is a genuine risk even
for an investor optimizing with
knowledge of the true distributions and correlations. Such an
investor using unconstrained
optimization would still face the
likelihood that the portfolio's
actual return in any one year
would have about a 50 percent
chance of differing widely from
the expected return. This manager might look like a .400 hitter
on average,but would, as Kritzman put it,
. . almost certainly be
wrong (due to high standard deviations) and
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alone (due to an uncommon allocation) over
some shorter measurement periods. Most of us,
owing either to career or
psychological considerations, are unwilling to
risk the chanceof such an
unpleasantoutcome. The
regret might be unbearable. (p. 2)
The growing importance of
the benchmark syndrome could
explain Figures 1-4 just as well
as the hypothesis
about
increased market efficiency:
Active managers, regardless of
skill, may be less willing than
they used to be to make the
kinds of concentrated bets that
are essential if the aim is to provide high excess returns. If this
hypothesis is true, then with
managers having no incentive
to maximize returns, the average excess return over the S&P
500 would fall over time even
among the best managers.
Under the hypothesis that
fear of tracking error explains
narrow spreads between managers and benchmarks, those
players in the bottom quintiles
and deciles, however, are a puzzle. Either they have not yet figured out how to deal with client
dislike of tracking error, or more
likely, they are true noise traders who fly blind rather than
using disciplined procedures.
I have developed
two
approaches to determining
which hypothesis-increased
market efficiency or fear of
tracking error-is more likely to
be correct.
First, the hypothesis of the
dominating fear of tracking

error should apply principally
to managers of pension funds
and similar types of accounts
where the contactbetween manager and client is direct. It
should apply less strongly to
managers of mutual funds and
apply least of all to writers of
marketletters.Thatis, the tenacity with which performance
clings to the benchmark-as
measured by the spread
between top-group returnsand
the S&P500 (or Wilshirein the
Hulbertcase)-should be in the
following ascending order:
TUCS,PIPER,Lipper, Hulbert.
Table 2 shows the actual average spread between the top
group and the benchmarksince
1983,when the TUCSdatabegin
and when appearance of the
narrowingspread became most
visible, with the most recent
datadisplayed separately.Right
on the nose!
My second approach is to
analyze the sensitivity of the
spreadbetween the best and the
worst managers to fluctuations
in the returnon the S&P500. If
the spread is wide when the
market has big moves in an
upward direction and narrow
when market returns are moderate or negative, managersare
probably trying to make big
plays by timingthe market,with
the winners showing up best
and the losers looking like even
greater fools in those years
when stockpricesaresurging.If
the spreadbetween top and bottom performers is relatively
insensitive to the size of market
returns,however, managersare
probablynot attemptingto vary

their aggressiveness; they are,
rather,relying on stock picking
to get their edge and running
relatively diversified portfolios
with weights close to market
weights.
I tested this hypothesis by
regressing the spread between
the top and bottom groups
against the S&P500 in two different time periods. The results
tend to confirm the findings of
the first approachbut with less
conviction.Hulberthad too few
observationsto provide a meaningful breakdowninto two time
periods, and the TUCS data
appearedto show no correlation
at all with the S&P 500. The
PIPERspreadhad both a higher
correlation and a higher beta
coefficientwith S&P500 returns
(the basis point change in the
spread for every 1 percent
increaseor decreasein S&P500
return) after 1982 than before,
which would be counter to the
Kritzmanhypothesis.
The Lipper and Morningstar data, however, tend to support the hypothesis that fear of
trackingerrorexplains the narrowing spreadbetween top performersand the market.The R2
for the regression of the Lipper
spread against S&P500 returns
was 0.43 from 1965 to 1982 but
only 0.24 after 1983. The beta
coefficientfell from 34 bps to 24
bps over the same time periods,
while its t-statistic dropped
from3.50to 2.01.The regression
of the Morningstar standard
deviation of annual fund
returnsagainst S&P500 returns

Table 2. Strength of Top Groups' Performance Spreads
Data Series
TUCS
PIPER
Lipper
Hulbert
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1983-91

1992-97

3.6%
7.0
10.0
24.1

2.6%
5.4
7.6
10.5

Percentile
25th
25th
20th
20th
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produced an R2 of 0.47 for the
1970-80 period and an R2 of 0.16
after 1981. The beta coefficient
fell only slightly, from 6.84 to
6.68, but the t-statistic on the
beta coefficient dropped from
2.84 to 1.62.
Although these lines of
analysis lead to the conclusion
that increasing fear of being
"wrong and alone" is a convincing explanation of the narrowing
spread between top managers

and the S&P 500, I propose
another possibility that I find
more convincing, namely, that
the two hypotheses are by no
means mutually exclusive.
Increasing market efficiency and
increasing fear of tracking error
may well be mutually supportive. I suggest the following
thought experiment by the typical manager in the pension fund
arena:
Because of increasing
market efficiency, there
aretoo few .400hittersout
there with such a high
probability of consistently outperformingme
that I am forced to try to
competewith them. I am,
in any case, well aware
that market efficiency
preventsme frombeing a
.400 hitter. The greatest
risk I could take, therefore,would be to actlike a
.400hitter-that is, to take
the risk of being wrong
and alone-especially
becauseI don'tneed to do
so. My best strategyby far
is to focus on trackingerrorrisk and hope that I
can nickel-and-dime
some alpha out of the

portfolioin the process.
I might mention an associated and not inconsistent possibility: that the .400 hitters are
still alive and kicking but have
gone off to manage hedge funds,
thereby withdrawing themselves from the performance
universes covered in this study.
This notion is appealing, but
such a withdrawal is unlikely to
be a significant factor. First, this
phenomenon
is relatively
recent, whereas the shrinking
spread dates back at least 15
years. Second, the money
involved is too little to be determining for universes of these
orders of magnitude.

The View from Below
Up to this point, I have concentrated on the performance of the
annual winners among portfolio
managers. The evidence presented in Figures 1-4 and Table
3 provides a startling picture of
the performance at the extreme
low end. Table 3 reports the average annual spreads between the
benchmark and the bottom
groups plus the average spreads
between the top groups and the
bottom groups for each source
over the full time period provided by each database (these
data reveal no trend over time).
Note that the numbers in Table 3
line up in almost the same ranking as in Table 2, which indicates
an increasing appetite for risk as
the manager groups move away
from direct contact with clients.
The evidence
is that,
although fewer of Keynes's gulls
on average may inhabit the mar-

ket today than in the past,
enough remain to continue to
produce disastrous shortfalls
from their benchmarks. (Note, in
particular, that the bottom quintile of the Hulbert newsletter
universe had absolute as well as
relative negative returns every
year from 1981 through 1997.)
The yawning spreads between
top and bottom performers
reveal the consequences of either
taking outsized risks and being
wrong or of failing to understand how the market operates
in today's world-or, probably,
both. In other words, the penalties continue to be severe for
those who ignore the power of
market efficiency on performance results.
The moral of the story in
Table 3-and perhaps of this
entire study-is that manager
selection is the greatest investment risk of all. The probabilities on high alphas are no longer
what they were in years past.
Furthermore, BARRA and others have found that the top
group is a floating population.
But these studies also reveal that
poor performers tend to remain
poor performers. The facts here
scream loud and clear: Do not let
the temptations of contrarian or
related strategies lead you to
pick a manager with a position
in the cellar.
The story in Table 3 has
another moral. With all of the
pressures to earn CFA charters
and M.B.A. degrees, and with

Table 3. Average Annual Spread between Bottom Groups and Benchmarks
and between Bottom Groups and Top Groups
Source
Hulbert 80th
Lipper 80th
TUCS 75th
PIPER 75th
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Time Period

Versus Benchmark

Versus Top Group

1980-97
1960-97
1983-96
1970-97

-33.7%
-12.6
-6.1
-3.3

-50.1%
-26.5
-9.3
-11.0
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the mass of instructional material and research available to
professional investors, the less
skilled among these men and
women should, at the very least,
be able to avoid the ghastly
numbers shown here. Apparently, they cannot. They persist
in their conviction that hitting
.400 is still a reasonable
expectation.

More Stunning Evidence
Now consider the track record of
the greatest .400 hitter of them
all-Warren Buffett. Identical
story! Figure 6 shows that Warren Buffett, through his Berkshire Hathaway
Fund, is
following in Ted Williams's footsteps. After beating the S&P 500
by more than 1,000 bps in 11 of
the 17 years from 1965 through
1982, and averaging an excess
return of 1,600 bps for that
period, Buffett has managed to
break the 1,000 bps barrier only
six times in the past 15 years, has
never come even close to 2,000
bps, and has averaged an excess
return of only 910 bps; his margin in 1997 was a mere 70 bps.

Although Figure 6 indicates that
Buffett is without question a
.400, or even better, hitter and
although he has had to deal with
all the usual problems brought
on by the increasing size of his
fund, the resemblance between
this graph and the evidence from
PIPER,Lipper, and Morningstar
is too striking to justify rationalizing these results away.
Even for Warren Buffett, the
worldsince theearly1980s has been
an entirely different world from
what it was during the 1960s and
1970s. I emphasize this sentence
because of its importance in
determining whether a growing
fear of tracking error can explain
the narrowing margin between
the top performers and the
benchmark. Buffett, unlike the
typical institutional investment
manager, is indifferent to tracking error; he would have no
interest in the Kritzman line of
analysis. The distinct deterioration in the Berkshire Hathaway
performance over the past 15
years, therefore, provides convincing proof that the market is
just plain becoming tougher to

beat, even for the best of the best.

A Pat on the Back
Putting all of this evidence
together to seek out the common
themes, I come to the following
conclusion: Improving market
efficiency has both eliminated
.400 hitters and discouraged
aspiring .400 hitters. The margin
of outperformance-even by the
most successful managers and
no matter how measured-has
been shrinking. At the same
time, the spread between the best
and the worst has tended to narrow only from the top downward, which means that
incompetent managers are failing to mend their ways (or new
gulls are appearing to take the
place of those who each year feed
the maw of the wiser of the
breed). In short, the top-quartile
or -quintile performers are having an increasingly difficult time
beating the market, but they are
still outperforming the gulls by a
shockingly comfortable margin.
Just as in baseball, the disappearance of the .400 hitter is by

Figure 6. Berkshire Hathaway:Annual Change in Book Value per Share
minus S&P 500 Returns, 1965-97
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no means an adverse commentary on the skills of the players.
On the contrary, instead of the
gunslingers of yesteryear, today's market is inhabited by investment managers who display
impressive investment sophistication and discipline, who use
high-level forms of information
and analysis, who execute their
transactions with deep respect
for the efficiency of the market,
and who focus on risk manage-

ment ratherthan tryingto shoot
the moon. Theevidencepresented here supportsthe notion that
the sobriquet of "professional"
management is eminently appropriate.
Thisarticleis basedon a paperpresentedat theFirstQuadrantAdvisory Councilmeetingin Tucson,
Arizona,April 4, 1998. I express
myappreciation
toJimGarlandfor
having originally brought the

Gould baseballanalysis to my
attention.RonKahn'scontribution
to this articlewas extraordinarily
generous,statisticallysignificant,
andconsistentlycreative.Heshares
in whateverherehas value, but I
excludehimfrom any errorsthat
mayexist. I am also mostgrateful
for thecooperationfrom
eachof the
organizationsthat provideddatabasestatisticsforthearticle.
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New York: Crown Publishers, 1996.
The same Ted Williams nearly did
it again in 1957; his average that
year was 0.388.
It is no coincidence that the hottest

areas of growth in investment management are the hedge fund and
"market neutral" strategies; these
approaches are rooted in the principles of risk management.
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Mark Kritzman, "Wrong and
Alone," Economics& PortfolioStrategy (New York: Peter L. Bernstein,
Inc.: 1998).
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